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BlueDBM: Distributed Flash Storage for Big Data Analytics
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Complex data queries, because of their need for random accesses, have proven to be slow unless all the
data can be accommodated in DRAM. There are many domains, such as genomics, geological data, and daily
Twitter feeds, where the datasets of interest are 5TB to 20TB. For such a dataset, one would need a cluster
with 100 servers, each with 128GB to 256GB of DRAM, to accommodate all the data in DRAM. On the other
hand, such datasets could be stored easily in the flash memory of a rack-sized cluster. Flash storage has
much better random access performance than hard disks, which makes it desirable for analytics workloads.
However, currently available off-the-shelf flash storage packaged as SSDs does not make effective use of flash
storage because it incurs a great amount of additional overhead during flash device management and network
access. In this article, we present BlueDBM, a new system architecture that has flash-based storage with
in-store processing capability and a low-latency high-throughput intercontroller network between storage
devices. We show that BlueDBM outperforms a flash-based system without these features by a factor of 10
for some important applications. While the performance of a DRAM-centric system falls sharply even if only
5% to 10% of the references are to secondary storage, this sharp performance degradation is not an issue in
BlueDBM. BlueDBM presents an attractive point in the cost/performance tradeoff for Big Data analytics.
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1. INTRODUCTION

By many accounts, complex analysis of Big Data is going to be the biggest economic
driver for the IT industry. For example, Google has predicted flu outbreaks by analyzing
social network information a week faster than the CDC [Google 2014], analysis of
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Fig. 1. Latency breakdown of distributed flash access.

Twitter data can reveal social upheavals faster than journalists, Amazon is planning
to use customer data for anticipatory shipping of products [Spiegel et al. 2011], and
real-time analysis of a personal genome may significantly aid in diagnostics. Big Data
analytics are potentially going to have a revolutionary impact on the way scientific
discoveries are made.

Big Data, by definition, doesn’t fit in personal computers or DRAM of even moderate-
size clusters. Since the data may be stored on hard disks, latency and throughput of
storage access are of primary concern. Historically, this has been mitigated by orga-
nizing the processing of data in a highly sequential manner. However, complex queries
cannot always be organized for sequential data accesses, and thus high-performance
implementations of such queries pose a great challenge. One approach to solving this
problem is RAMCloud [Ousterhout et al. 2010], where the cluster has enough collective
DRAM to accommodate the entire dataset in DRAM. In this article, we explore a much
cheaper alternative where Big Data analytics can be done with reasonable efficiency in
a single rack with distributed flash storage, which has much better random access per-
formance than hard disks. We call our system BlueDBM and it provides the following
capabilities:

(1) A 20-node system with large enough flash storage to host Big Data workloads up
to 20 TBs

(2) Uniformly low-latency access into a network of storage devices that form a global
address space

(3) Capacity to implement user-defined in-store processing engines
(4) Flash card design, which exposes an interface to make application-specific opti-

mizations in flash accesses

The BlueDBM architecture includes three major architectural modifications: (1) an
in-store processing engine, (2) low-latency storage area network integrated into the
storage controller, and (3) file system and flash management software optimized across
multiple hardware and software layers. Such a system improves system characteristics
in the following ways:

Latency: BlueDBM achieves extremely low-latency access into distributed flash stor-
age. Network software stack overhead is removed by integrating the storage area
network into the storage device, and network latency is reduced using a faster network
fabric. It reduces the storage access software latency with cross-layer optimizations
or removes it completely via an in-storage processing engine. It reduces processing
time using application-specific accelerators. The latency improvements are depicted in
Figure 1.

Bandwidth: Bandwidth of storage access is increased. Flash chips are organized
into many buses to improve parallelism, and a fast PCIe link is used instead of the
slower SATA interface. While it is often challenging to write software that is capable of
consuming data from flash storage at multigigabytes per second, an application-specific
accelerator in the storage can consume data at device speed, instead of being bound by
the software performance or the performance of the PCIe link to the host.
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Power: Power consumption of the overall system is reduced. An in-store processor
sometimes removes the need for data to be moved to the host, reducing power con-
sumption related to data movement. Flash storage consumes far less power compared
to DRAM of comparable capacity. Application-specific accelerators are also more power
efficient than a general-purpose CPU or GPU.

Cost: Cost of the overall system is reduced. The engineering cost of constructing a
separate accelerator is reduced by integrating the accelerator into the storage device.
The cost of flash storage is also much lower than DRAM of comparable capacity.

Our preliminary experimental results show that for some applications, BlueDBM
performance is an order of magnitude better than a conventional cluster where SSDs
are used only as a disk replacement. BlueDBM establishes an architecture whose
price-performance-power characteristics provide an attractive alternative for doing
similar-scale applications in a RAMCloud.

As we will discuss in the related work section, almost every element of our system is
present in some commercial system. Yet our system architecture as a whole is unique.
The main contributions of this work are as follows: (1) design and implementation of a
scalable flash-based system with a global address space, in-store computing capability,
and a flexible intercontroller network; (2) a hardware-software codesign environment
for incorporating user-defined in-store processing engines; (3) performance measure-
ments that show the advantage of such an architecture over using flash as a drop-in
replacement for disks; and (4) demonstration of a complex data analytics appliance that
is much cheaper and consumes an order of magnitude less power than the cloud-based
alternative.

The rest of the article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we explore some existing
research related to our system. In Section 3, we describe the architecture of our rack-
level system, and in Section 4, we describe the software interface that can be used to
access flash and the accelerators. In Section 5, we describe a hardware implementation
of BlueDBM and show our results from the implementation in Section 6. In Section 7,
we describe and evaluate some example accelerators we have built for the BlueDBM
system. Section 8 summarizes our article.

2. RELATED WORK

In Big-Data-scale workloads, building a cluster with enough DRAM capacity to ac-
commodate the entire dataset can be desirable but expensive. An example of such
a system is RAMCloud, which is a DRAM-based storage for large-scale data center
applications [Ousterhout et al. 2010; Rumble et al. 2014]. RAMCloud provides more
than 64TB of DRAM storage distributed across over 1,000 servers networked over
high-speed interconnect. Although RAMCloud provides 100 to 1,000 times better per-
formance than disk-based systems of similar scale, its high energy consumption and
high price per GB limit its widespread use except for extremely performance- and
latency-sensitive workloads. Furthermore, the overhead of a widely distributed pro-
cessing platform becomes high quickly, making it difficult to make full use of the total
computational power of the cluster [McSherry et al. 2015]. Even with a scalable pro-
cessing platform, the overhead may be so high that running a less scalable software on
fewer machines might sometimes be a faster solution.

NAND-Flash-based SSD devices are gaining traction as a faster alternative to disks,
and close the performance gap between DRAM and persistent storage. SSDs are an
order of magnitude cheaper than DRAM and an order of magnitude faster than disk.
Many existing database and analytics softwares have shown improved performance
with SSDs [Dai 2010; Kang et al. 2013b; Lee et al. 2008]. Several SSD-optimized
analytics softwares, such as the SanDisk Zetascale [SanDisk 2014], have demonstrated
promising performance while using SSD as the primary data storage. Many commercial
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SSD devices have adopted a high-performance PCIe interface in order to overcome the
slower SATA bus interface designed for disk [FusionIO 2014a; Memory 2014; Intel
2014]. Attempts to use flash as a persistent DRAM alternative by plugging it into a
RAM slot are also being explored [Technologies 2014].

SSD storage devices have been largely developed to be a faster drop-in replacement
for disk drives. This backward compatibility has helped their widespread adoption.
However, additional software and hardware is required to hide the difference in device
characteristics [Agrawal et al. 2008]. Due to the high performance of SSDs, even ineffi-
ciencies in the storage management software becomes significant, and optimizing such
software has been under active investigation. Moneta [Caulfield et al. 2010] modifies
the operating system’s storage management components to reduce software overhead
when accessing NVM storage devices. Willow [Seshadri et al. 2014] provides an easy
way to augment SSD controllers with additional interface semantics that make bet-
ter use of SSD characteristics, in addition to a backward-compatible storage interface.
Attempts to remove the translation layers and letting the database make high-level
decisions [Hardock et al. 2013] have also shown to be beneficial. Work such as nameless
writes [Arpaci-Dusseau et al. 2010] and application-managed flash [Lee et al. 2016]
move the translation layer out of the storage device and into the file system, which
reduces the storage device complexity and also improves performance.

Due to their high performance, SSDs also affect network requirements. The latency
to access disk over Ethernet was dominated by the disk seek latency. However, in
an SSD-based cluster, the storage access latency could even be lower than network
access. These concerns are being addressed by faster network fabrics such as 10GbE
and Infiniband [Association 2014], and by low-overhead software protocols such as
RDMA [Liu et al. 2003; Islam et al. 2012; Rahman et al. 2014; Woodall et al. 2006; Liu
et al. 2003; Rahman et al. 2013] or user-level TCP stacks that bypass the operating
system [Jeong et al. 2014; Honda et al. 2014]. QuickSAN [Caulfield and Swanson 2013]
is an attempt to remove a layer of software overhead by augmenting the storage device
with a low-latency NIC, so that remote storage access does not need to go through a
separate network software stack. Works such as DFS [Josephson et al. 2010] achieve
high performance in a distributed flash storage setting by virtualizing distributed
flash storage into a single large address space, allowing a much simpler distributed file
system implementation.

Another important attempt to accelerate SSD storage performance is in-store pro-
cessing, where some data analytics are offloaded to embedded processors inside SSDs.
These processors have extremely low-latency access to storage and helped overcome the
limitations of the storage interface bus. The idea of in-store processing itself is not new.
Intelligent disks (IDISKs) connected to each other using serial networks [Keeton et al.
1998] and Active Disks [Acharya et al. 1998] with the capability to run application-
specific programs on disk drives have been proposed in 1998, and adding processors to
disk heads to do simple filters was suggested as early as in the 1970s [Leilich et al. 1978;
Ozkarahan et al. 1975; Banerjee et al. 1979]. However, performance improvements of
such special-purpose hardware did not justify their cost at the time.

In-store processing is seeing new light with the advancement of fast flash technology.
Devices such as Smart SSDs [Do et al. 2013; Kang et al. 2013a; Seshadri et al. 2014]
and Programmable SSDs [Cho et al. 2013] have shown promising results, but gains are
often limited by the performance of the embedded processors in such power-constrained
devices. Embedding reconfigurable hardware in storage devices is being investigated
as well. For example, Ibex [Woods et al. 2014] is a MySQL accelerator platform where
a SATA SSD is coupled with an FPGA. Relational operators such as selection and
group-by are performed on the FPGA whenever possible; otherwise, they are forwarded
to software. Companies such as IBM/Netezza [Singh and Leonhardi 2011] offload
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operations such as filtering to a reconfigurable fabric near storage. On the other end
of the spectrum, systems such as XSD [Cho et al. 2013] embeds a GPU into an SSD
controller and demonstrates high-performance accelerating MapReduce.

Building specialized hardware for databases has been extensively studied and
productized. Companies such as Oracle [Oracle 2014] have used FPGAs to offload
database queries. FPGAs have been used to accelerate operations such as hash index
lookups [Kocberber et al. 2013]. Domain-specific processors for database queries are
being developed [Sukhwani et al. 2012; Woods et al. 2013], including Q100 [Wu et al.
2014] and LINQits [Chung et al. 2013]. Q100 is a data-flow-style processor with an
instruction set architecture that supports SQL queries. LINQits mapped a query lan-
guage called LINQ to a set of accelerated hardware templates on a heterogeneous SoC
(FPGA + ARM). Both designs exhibited order of magnitude performance gains at lower
power, affirming that specialized hardware for data processing is advantageous. How-
ever, unlike BlueDBM, these architectures accelerate computation on data that is in
DRAM. Accelerators have also been placed in-path between the network and processor
to perform operations at wire speed [Mueller et al. 2009] or to collect information such
as histogram tables without overhead [István et al. 2014].

Incorporating reconfigurable hardware accelerators into large data centers is
also being investigated actively. Microsoft recently has built and demonstrated the
power/performance benefits of an FPGA-based system called Catapult [Putnam et al.
2014]. Catapult uses a large number of homogeneous servers, each augmented with
an FPGA. The FPGAs form a network among themselves via high-speed serial links
so that large jobs can be mapped to groups of FPGAs. Catapult was demonstrated to
deliver much faster performance while consuming less power, compared to a normal
DRAM-centric cluster. BlueDBM has similar goals in terms of reconfigurable hardware
acceleration, but it uses flash devices to accelerate lower-cost systems that do not have
enough collective DRAM to host the entire dataset.

This system improves upon our previous BlueDBM prototype [Jun et al. 2014], which
was a four-node system with less than 100GB of slow flash. It was difficult to extrapo-
late the performance of real applications from the results obtained from our previous
prototype, because of both its size and different relative performance of various system
components. The current generation of BlueDBM has been built with the explicit goal
of running real applications and is freely available to the community for developing
Big Data applications.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The BlueDBM architecture is a homogeneous cluster of host servers coupled with a
BlueDBM storage device (see Figure 2(a)). Each BlueDBM storage device is plugged
into the host server via a PCIe link, and it consists of flash storage, an in-store pro-
cessing engine, multiple high-speed network interfaces, and on-board DRAM. The host
servers are networked together using Ethernet or other general-purpose networking
fabric. The host server can access the BlueDBM storage device via a host interface
implemented over PCIe. It can directly communicate either with the flash interface, to
treat is as a raw storage device, or with the in-store processor, to perform computation
on the data. When the host wants to access remote storage, instead of requesting data
from a remote host, it can directly request data from the remote storage device over the
integrated storage network. This removes multiple passes of the network and storage
software stacks, improving performance greatly.

The in-store processing engine has access to four major services: the flash interface,
network interface, host interface, and on-storage DRAM buffer. Figures 2(a) and 2(b)
show the four services available to the in-store processor. In the following sections, we
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Fig. 2. BlueDBM architecture.

Fig. 3. BlueDBM flash controller organization.

describe the flash interface, network interface, and host interface in order. We omit the
DRAM buffer because there is nothing special about its design.

3.1. Flash Controller

Flash devices or SSDs achieve high bandwidth by grouping multiple flash chips into
several channels, all of which can operate in parallel. Because NAND flash has limited
program/erase cycles and frequent errors, complex flash management algorithms are
required to guarantee reliability. These include wear leveling, garbage collection, bit
error correction and bad block management. These functions are typically handled by
multiple ARM-based cores in the SSD controller. The host side interface of an SSD is
typically SATA or PCIe, using AHCI or NVMe protocols to communicate with the host.
SSDs are viewed as a typical block device to the host operating system, and its internal
architecture and management algorithms are completely hidden.

However, this additional layer of management duplicates some file system functions
and adds significant latency [Lee et al. 2015]. Furthermore, in a distributed storage
environment, such as BlueDBM, independent flash devices do not have a holistic view of
the system and thus cannot efficiently manage flash. Finally, in-store processors that
we have introduced in BlueDBM would also incur performance penalties if passing
through this extra layer. Thus, in BlueDBM, we chose to shift flash management away
from the device and into the file system/block device driver (discussed in Section 4).

3.1.1. Interface for High-Performance Flash Access. Figure 3 describes the architecture of
the flash access interface. A host software or in-store processor can access flash through
a special flash controller interface designed for highly optimized performance. Fig-
ure 4(a) describes the layers involved in flash access. The software or in-store processor
has a very low-latency access into remote flash storage by using the controller network.
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Fig. 4. BlueDBM flash architecture.

If the flash command includes a node index, the controller network can transparently
route the commands and data to and from the remote node.

Our flash controller exposes a low-level, thin, fast, and bit-error-corrected hardware
interface to raw NAND flash chips, buses, blocks, and pages. This has the benefit
of (1) cutting down on access latency from the network and in-store processors, (2)
exposing all degrees of parallelism of the device, and (3) allowing higher-level system
stacks (file system, database storage engine) to more intelligently manage data. The
flash controller exposes the following commands:

(1) ReadPage(tag, node, bus, chip, block, page): Reads a flash page.
(2) WritePage(tag, node, bus, chip, block, page): Writes a flash page. Pages must be

erased before being written, and writes within a block must be sequential.
(3) EraseBlock(tag, node, bus, chip, block): Erases a flash block. It returns an error

status if the block is bad.

Some basic functionalities are kept inside the flash controller, namely, bus/chip-level
scheduling and ECC. The internal architecture of the flash controller is described in
Figure 4(b). Higher-level flash management functions such as garbage collection and
wear leveling are implemented in the higher layers, usually the device driver or the
host software.

To access the flash, the user first issues a flash command with the operation, the
address, and a tag to identify the request. For writes, the user then awaits for a write
data request from the controller scheduler, which tells the user that the flash controller
is ready to receive the data for that write. The user will send the write data correspond-
ing to that request in 128-bit bursts. The controller returns an acknowledgment once
the write is finished. For read operations, the data is returned in 128-bit bursts along
with the request tag. For maximum performance, the controller may send these data
bursts out of order with respect to the issued request and interleaved with other read
requests. Thus, completion buffers may be required on the user side to maintain FIFO
characteristics. Furthermore, we note that to saturate the bandwidth of the flash de-
vice, multiple commands must be in-flight at the same time, since flash operations can
have latencies of 50μs or more.

Flash requests coming into the controller are distributed by bus address, and the
bus controller uses a scoreboard to schedule parallel operations onto the flash chips for
maximum bandwidth. The scheduler works in a priority round-robin fashion, rotating
to select the first request that has the highest priority among all the chips, and en-
queues it for execution. We prioritize short command/address bursts on the bus over
long data transfers, and older requests over newer ones. For ECC, we use RS(255, 243)
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Fig. 5. BlueDBM network architecture.

Reed-Solomon codes for simplicity. The Reed-Solomon decoder could cause variable-
time stalls on the bus. Therefore, one commonly uses BCH or LDPC codes on a produc-
tion system.

3.1.2. Multiple Access Agents. Multiple hardware endpoints in BlueDBM may need
shared access to this flash controller interface. For example, a particular controller
may be accessed by local in-store processors, local host software over PCIe DMA, or
remote in-store processors over the network. Thus, we implemented a Flash Interface
Splitter with tag renaming to manage multiple users (Figure 3). In addition, to ease de-
velopment of a hardware accelerator, we also provide an optional Flash Server module
as part of BlueDBM. This server converts the out-of-order and interleaved flash in-
terface into multiple simple in-order request/response interfaces using page buffers. It
also contains an Address Translation Unit that maps file handles to incoming streams
of physical addresses from the host. The in-store processor simply makes a request
with the file handle, offset, and length, and the Flash Server will perform the flash op-
eration at the corresponding physical location. The software support for this function is
discussed in Section 4. The Flash Server’s width, command queue depth, and number
of interfaces is adjustable based on the application.

3.2. Storage Controller Network

BlueDBM provides a low-latency high-bandwidth transport layer network infrastruc-
ture across all BlueDBM storage devices in the cluster, using a simple design with low
buffer requirements. BlueDBM storage devices form a separate network among them-
selves via high-performance serial links. The BlueDBM network is a packet-switched
mesh network, in which each storage device has multiple network ports and is capable
of routing packets across the network without requiring a separate switch or router. In
addition to routing, the storage network supports transport layer functionality such as
flow control and virtual channels while maintaining high performance and extremely
low latency. For data traffic between the storage devices, the integrated network
ports remove the overhead of going to the host software to access a separate network
interface.

Figure 5 shows the network architecture. Switching is done at two levels, the inter-
nal switch and the external switch. The internal switch routes packets between local
components. The external switch accesses multiple physical network ports and is re-
sponsible for forwarding data from one port to another in order to relay a packet to its
next hop. It is also responsible for relaying inbound packets to the internal switch and
relaying outbound packets from the internal switch to a correct physical port.

Due to the multiple ports on the storage nodes, the BlueDBM network is flexible
and can be configured to implement various topologies, as long as there is a sufficient
number of ports on each node. Figure 6 shows some example topologies. To implement
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Fig. 6. Any network topology is possible as long as there are sufficient network ports.

Fig. 7. Logical endpoint architecture.

a different topology, the physical cables between each node have to be rewired, but the
routing across a topology can be configured dynamically by the software.

3.2.1. Transport Layer. The BlueDBM network infrastructure exposes transport layer
functionality including virtual channel semantics to the users by providing it with up to
hundreds of logical endpoints. The number of endpoints are determined at design time
by setting a parameter, and all endpoints share the physical network. Each endpoint
is parameterized with a unique index identifier that does not need to be contiguous.
Figure 7 shows the internal architecture of an endpoint.

Whenever a packet is received by an endpoint, it checks a table of packets received
per source node to determine if it is time to send a flow control credit to the source
node. If the send budget of the source node is predicted to have become small enough
and there is enough space on the local receive buffer, it enters a packet into the ack
queue and marks the amount of space as allocated. The size of the receive buffer
and flow control credits is parameterized for individual endpoints, so that precious
on-chip buffer resources can be conserved while meeting performance requirements
of individual endpoints. For example, high-throughput-data endpoints can have large
buffers and large flow control credits, while lower-throughput endpoints such as some
command or status paths can have smaller buffers with smaller flow control credits.

Each endpoint exposes two interfaces, send and receive. An in-store processor can
send data to a remote node by calling send with a pair of data and destination node
index, or receive data from remote nodes by calling receive, which returns a pair
of data and source node index. These interfaces provide back pressure, so that each
endpoint can be treated like a FIFO interface across the whole cluster. Such intuitive
characteristics of the network ease development of in-store processors.

In order to maintain extremely low network latency, each endpoint is given a choice
whether to use end-to-end flow control. If the developer is sure that a particular virtual
link will always drain on the receiving end, flow end-to-end flow control can be omitted
for that endpoint. However, if the receiver fails to drain data for a long time, the link-
level back-pressure may cause related parts of the network to block. On the other
hand, an endpoint can be configured with end-to-end flow control, which will only send
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Fig. 8. Packets from the same endpoint to a destination maintain FIFO order.

data when there is space on the destination endpoint. This will ensure safety but may
result in higher latency due to flow control packets, unless a big enough buffer space
is allocated to hide it.

3.2.2. Network Layer. In order to make maximum use of the bandwidth of the network
infrastructure while keeping resource usage to a minimum, the BlueDBM network
implements deterministic routing for each logical endpoint. This means that all packets
originating from the same logical endpoint that are directed to the same destination
node follow the same route across the network, while packets from a different endpoint
directed to the same destination node may follow a different path. Figure 8 shows packet
routing in an example network. The benefit of this approach is that packet traffic can
be distributed across multiple links while maintaining the order of all packets from
the same endpoint. If packets from the same endpoint are allowed to take different
paths, it would require a completion buffer, which may be expensive in an embedded
system. For simplicity, the BlueDBM network does not implement a discovery protocol
and relies on a network configuration file to populate the routing tables.

3.2.3. Link Layer. The link layer manages physical connections between network ports
in the storage nodes. The most important aspect of the link layer is the simple token-
based flow control implementation. This provides back-pressure across the link and
ensures that packets will not drop if the data rate is higher than what the network
can manage, or if the data cannot be received by the destination node that is running
slowly.

3.3. Host Interface

The in-store processing core can be accessed from the host server over either a direct
interface that supports RPC and DMA operations or a file system abstraction built on
top of the direct interface. The file system interface is described in detail in Section 4.
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Fig. 9. Host-FPGA interface over PCIe.

These interfaces also include a field for a target node index, so a host can also access
the processing core of a remote device using the same interface.

In order to parallelize requests and maintain high performance, the host interface
provides the software with 128 page buffers, each for reads and writes. When writing
a page, the software will request a free write buffer, copy data to the write buffer, and
send a write request over RPC with the physical address of the destination flash page.
The buffer will be returned to the free queue when the hardware has finished reading
the data from the buffer. When reading a page, the software will request a free read
buffer and send a read request over RPC with the physical address of the source flash
page. The software will receive an interrupt with the buffer index when the hardware
has finished writing to software memory.

Using DMA to write data to the storage device is straightforward to parallelize, but
parallelizing reads is a bit more tricky due to the characteristics of flash storage. When
writing to storage, the DMA engine on the hardware will read data from each buffer in
order in a contiguous stream. So having enough requests in the request queue is enough
to make maximum use of the host-side link bandwidth. However, data reads from flash
chips on multiple buses in parallel can arrive interleaved at the DMA engine. Because
the DMA engine needs to have enough contiguous data for a DMA burst before issuing
a DMA burst, some reordering may be required at the DMA engine. This becomes even
trickier when the device is using the integrated network to receive data from remote
nodes, where they might all be coming from different buses. To fix this issue, we provide
a dual-ported buffer in hardware, which has the semantics of a vector of FIFOs, so that
data for each request can be enqueued into its own FIFO until there is enough data for
a burst. Figure 9 describes the structure of the host interface for flash reads.

4. SYSTEM SOFTWARE ORGANIZATION

BlueDBM provides a set of software interfaces that aims to achieve two goals: (1) conve-
niently use existing software without modification and (2) provide a general framework
for implementing application-specific in-store processors. In order to use existing soft-
ware without modification, BlueDBM provides a generic block device driver interface
in its storage and also a file system interface. In order to provide a general frame-
work for in-store processors, BlueDBM uses Connectal, a hardware-software codesign
framework to simplify the development of hardware accelerators.

When the file system is being used, the file system is in charge of the mappings of
each file into the storage device, and the file system provides the in-store processor
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Fig. 10. System software organization.

the locations of each page of a file. However, for in-store processors to achieve high
performance, they sometimes need to have direct access to the flash storage instead of
having to consult the file system for every page location. For this purpose, a developer
can use the Connectal framework to use custom software interfaces for the in-store
processor. The software architecture of BlueDBM can be seen in Figure 10.

4.1. Flash-Aware File System

Instead of using a transparent Flash Translation Layer (FTL) to provide a disk-like
interface to the file system, BlueDBM moves many of the FTL functionalities to a flash-
aware file system, allowing the file system to use high-level information and make intel-
ligent decisions. Commercial SSDs incorporate an FTL inside the flash device controller
to manage flash and maintain a block-device view to the operating system. However,
common file systems manage blocks in a fashion optimized for hard disks. SSDs use
the FTL to emulate block device interfaces for compliance with operating systems, per-
forming logical-to-physical mapping and garbage collection, which require large DRAM
and incur many extra I/Os. Some file systems have tried to remedy this by refactoring
the I/O architecture and offloading most of the FTL functions into a flash-optimized
log-structured file system. A prominent example of this is RFS [Lee et al. 2015]. Un-
like conventional FTL designs where the flash characteristics are hidden from the file
system, RFS performs some functionalities of an FTL, including logical-to-physical ad-
dress mapping and garbage collection. This achieves better garbage collection efficiency
at a much lower memory requirement. The file system interface in BlueDBM is built
on the same paradigm.

For compatibility with existing software, BlueDBM also offers a full-fledged FTL
implemented in the device driver, similar to FusionIO’s device driver. This allows us to
use well-known Linux file systems (e.g., ext2/3/4) as well as database systems (directly
running on top of a block device) with BlueDBM.

The BlueDBM software allows developers to easily make use of fast in-storage pro-
cessing without any efforts to write their own custom interfaces manually. Figure 10
shows how user-level applications access hardware accelerators. In the BlueDBM soft-
ware stack, user-level applications can query the file system for the physical locations
of files on the flash (see (1) in Figure 10). This was made possible because the file
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Fig. 11. BlueDBM software design flow.

system maintains the flash mapping information. Applications can then provide in-
storage processors with a stream of physical addresses (see (2)), so that the in-storage
processors can directly read data from flash with low latency (see (3)). The results are
sent to software memory and the user application can be notified (see (4)).

It is worth noting that, in BlueDBM, all the user requests, including both user queries
and data, are sent to the hardware directly, bypassing almost all of the operating sys-
tem’s kernels, except for essential driver modules. This helps us to avoid deep OS kernel
stacks that often cause long I/O latencies. It is also common that multiple instances
of a user application may compete for the same hardware acceleration units. For effi-
cient sharing of hardware resources, BlueDBM runs a scheduler that assigns available
hardware acceleration units to competing user applications. In our implementation, a
simple FIFO-based policy is used for request scheduling.

4.2. Connectal

BlueDBM uses the Connectal [King et al. 2015] framework for accelerator development.
Connectal consists of (1) a library of hardware and software components including
support for software/hardware communication and shared memory; (2) an interface
compiler that generates C, C++, and BSV; (3) a universal device driver that works for
all accelerators; and (4) a unified dependency build system for hardware accelerators.

In the Connectal design flow, shown in Figure 11, accelerated applications consist
of software and hardware components that communicate via asynchronous remote
method invocation. As shown in the figure, BlueDBM applications use Connectal and
BlueDBM software libraries and application-specific source code. On the hardware
side, accelerators use Connectal and BlueDBM BSV libraries and accelerator-specific
BSV.

In BSV, developers declare the methods of a module with interfaces, which correspond
to Java interfaces or C++ abstract base class declarations. With Connectal, accelerator
developers declare interfaces using BSV as an interface definition language. Connectal
generates C, C++, and BSV stubs (proxies and wrappers) from these interface decla-
rations. The C and C++ stubs may be used in user-space applications, and the C stubs
may also be used in kernel drivers. Automatically generating stubs from a BSV inter-
face specification enables developers to easily iterate their design, knowing that the
respective C, C++, and BSV compilers will ensure that both software and hardware
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Fig. 12. Hardware software communication in the Connectal hardware-software codesign framework.

are using the interfaces consistently. Connectal provides an option to bundle the FPGA
bitstream into a section of the application’s executable file, so that the hardware is
automatically initialized when the application is invoked.

These proxies and wrappers are connected via transports such as memory-mapped
hardware FIFOs, whose implementation is provided as a Connectal BSV library. Ac-
celerated applications map the hardware FIFOs into the process address space, so that
software may communicate with its accelerator with no kernel involvement. Figure 12
contains a message sequence chart showing traces of the low-level messages needed
for (1) software to invoke hardware methods and (2) hardware to call back to software.
The poll() system call enables software to wait for an interrupt from hardware.

The same generated proxy and wrapper code may be used for communication between
software and simulators and between applications and daemons moderating access to
the hardware, using TCP or Unix sockets or shared memory.

In addition to the remote method call support, Connectal also provides hardware
access to the host’s DRAM via bus master operations. Connectal Bluespec libraries in-
clude direct memory access modules along with a memory management unit enabling
hardware to reference memory with linear offsets, matching what is used in software
without requiring physically contiguous DRAM pages. The memory interface is spe-
cialized for the hardware platform, enabling the same sharing of memory between
software, simulators, and FPGAs.

Device driver development requires knowledge of kernel APIs, the concurrency
model, and the tool chain, and presents another barrier to accelerator development.
In addition, if the device driver is specific to the accelerator, then any changes to the
accelerator may require changes to the device driver as well as the user-mode software.
To avoid these problems, Connectal provides a universal device driver so that acceler-
ator developers do not have to write any device drivers unless their application is in
the kernel. The driver maps the hardware FIFOs into memory and enables user-space
software to wait for interrupts signaling a message from the hardware. Because the
support for mapping hardware addresses to user space and suspending thread execu-
tion pending an interrupt is completely generic, this driver can be used unmodified for
all developed designs, removing the need for detailed understanding of Linux kernel
driver construction.

Connectal automates the coordinated build of hardware, software, and back-
end parameters via a simple single makefile-based dependency build environment.
The dependency build approach speeds up incremental engineering work by only
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Fig. 13. A 20-node BlueDBM cluster.

regenerating the components that changed in the last revision, leading to a large
reduction in elapsed time to validate changes.

Connectal enhances design portability, enabling unmodified hardware designs to
run on different simulators and different FPGA boards, and to be built using different
back-end workflows by factoring out platform and toolchain dependencies. Connectal
supports Xilinx and Altera FPGAs, Linux and Android operating systems, and software
written in C and C++.

5. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION

We have built a 20-node BlueDBM cluster to explore the capabilities of the architecture.
Figure 13 shows the photo of our implementation.

In our implementation of BlueDBM, we have used an FPGA to implement the in-store
processor and also the flash, host, and network controllers. However, the BlueDBM
architecture should not be limited to an FPGA-based implementation. Development
of BlueDBM was done in the high-level hardware description language Bluespec. It is
possible to develop in-store processors in any hardware description language, as long
as they conform to the interface exposed by the BlueDBM system services. Most of the
interfaces are latency-insensitive FIFOs with back-pressure. Bluespec provides a lot of
support for such interfaces, making in-store accelerator development easier.

The cluster consists of 20 rack-mounted Xeon servers, each with 24 cores and 50GB
of DRAM. Each server also has a Xilinx VC707 FPGA development board connected
via a PCIe connection. Each VC707 board hosts two custom-built flash boards with
SATA connectors. The VC707 board, coupled with two custom flash boards, is mounted
on top of each server. The host servers run the Ubuntu distribution of Linux. Figure 14
shows the components of a single node. One of the servers also had a 512GB Samsung
M.2 PCIe SSD for performance comparisons.

We used Connectal [King et al. 2015] and its PCIe Gen 1 implementation for the host
link. Connectal is a hardware-software codesign framework built by Quanta Research.
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Fig. 14. A BlueDBM storage node.

Table I. Host Virtex 7 Resource Usage

Module Name # LUTs Registers RAMB36 RAMB18

Flash Interface 1 1,389 2,139 0 0
Network Interface 1 29,591 27,509 0 0
DRAM Interface 1 11,045 7,937 0 0
Host Interface 1 88,376 46,065 169 14

Virtex-7 Total 135,271 135,897 224 18
(45%) (22%) (22%) (1%)

Connectal reads the interface definition file written by the programmer and generates
glue logic between hardware and software. Connectal automatically generates an RPC-
like interface from developer-provided interface specification, as well as a memory-
mapped DMA interface for high-bandwidth data transfer. Connectal’s Gen 1 PCIe
implementation that we used to implement BlueDBM caps our performance at 1.6GB/s
reads and 1GB/s writes, which is a reasonable performance for a commodity flash
storage device. We are also exploring the benefits of a faster host link including an
in-house implementation of a lightweight PCIe gen 2 DMA engine, which is the fastest
host interface that the VC707 board supports. Newer versions of Connectal also support
PCIe Gen 2 with its faster performance.

The FPGA resource usage of the Virtex 7 FPGA chip on the VC707 board is shown
in Table I. As can be seen, there is still enough space for accelerator development on
the Virtex FPGA.

5.1. Custom Flash Board

We have designed and built a high-capacity custom flash board with high-speed serial
connectors, with the help of Quanta Inc. and Xilinx Inc.

Each flash card has 512GB of NAND flash storage and a Xilinx Artix 7 chip, and plugs
into the host FPGA development board via the FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC) connector.
The flash controller and Error-Correcting Code (ECC) are implemented on this Artix
chip, providing the Virtex 7 FPGA chip on the VC707 a logical error-free access into
flash. The communication between the flash board and the Virtex 7 FPGA is done by
a four-lane aurora channel, which is implemented on the GTX/GTP serial transceivers
included in each FPGA. This channel can sustain up to 3.3GB/s of bandwidth at 0.5μs
latency. The flash board also hosts eight SATA connectors, four of which pin out the
high-speed serial ports on the host Virtex 7 FPGA, and four of which pin out the
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Table II. Flash Controller on Artix 7 Resource Usage

Module Name # LUTs Registers BRAM

Bus Controller 8 7,131 4,870 21
→ ECC Decoder 2 1,790 1,233 2
→ Scoreboard 1 1,149 780 0
→ PHY 1 1,635 607 0
→ ECC Encoder 2 565 222 0
SerDes 1 3,061 3,463 13

Artix-7 Total 75,225 (56%) 62,801 (23%) 181 (50%)

Table III. BlueDBM Estimated
Power Consumption

Component Power (Watts)

VC707 30
Flash Board x2 10
Xeon Server 200
Node Total 240

high-speed serial ports on the Artix 7 chip. The serial ports are capable of 10Gbps and
6.6Gbps of bandwidth, respectively.

The FPGA resource usage of each of the two Artix-7 chips is shown in Table II; 46%
of the I/O pins were used either to communicate with the FMC port or to control the
flash chips.

5.2. Network Infrastructure

In our BlueDBM implementation, network links are implemented over the low-latency
serial transceivers. By implementing routing in the hardware and using a low-latency
network fabric, we were able to achieve very high performance, with less than 0.5μs of
latency per network hop, and near 10Gbps of bandwidth per physical link. Our hard-
ware implementation pins out eight physical ports per storage node, so the aggregate
network bandwidth available to a node reaches up to 8GB/s, including packet overhead.

In our implementation, pairs of two physical ports are paired together to form one
logical link, resulting in a fan-out of four links per node. Each logical link supports
a bandwidth of 20Gbps including packet overhead, and 17Gbps of useful bandwidth
excluding packet overhead. We chose to group pairs of physical ports together because
a single link of 10Gbps was too slow to network flash devices capable of speeds over
2GB/s.

5.3. Power Consumption

Table III shows the overall power consumption of the system, which was estimated
using values from the data sheet. Each Xeon server includes 24 cores and 50GBs of
DRAM. Thanks to the low power consumption of the FPGA and flash devices, BlueDBM
adds less than 20% of power consumption to the system.

6. RAW SYSTEM PERFORMANCE

This section evaluates the raw system performance of the BlueDBM implementation.
We measured the performance of various aspects of the system including the bandwidth
and latency of distributed flash access. The experiments include measuring the raw
performance of the controller network, latency and bandwidth of accessing distributed
flash storage, and the performance of a file system that can take advantage of the
changed interface we expose to the software. The evaluation of application-specific
accelerators on the in-store processor is discussed in detail in Section 7.
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Fig. 15. BlueDBM intercontroller network performance. Fig. 16. Bandwidth of data access in BlueDBM.

6.1. Network Performance

We measured the performance of the network by transferring a single stream of 128-
bit data packets through multiple nodes across the network in a noncontentious traffic
setting. The maximum physical link bandwidth is 20Gbps, and per-hop latency is
0.48μs. Figure 15 shows that we are able to sustain 17Gbps of bandwidth per stream
across multiple network hops. This shows that the protocol overhead is around 15%.
The latency is 0.48μs per network hop, and the end-to-end latency is simply a multiple
of network hops to the destination.

Each node in our BlueDBM implementation includes a fan-out of four network ports,
so each node can have an aggregate full duplex bandwidth of 8.5GB/s. With such a
high fan-out, it would be unlikely for a remote node in a rack-class cluster to be over
4 hops, or 2μs away. In a naive ring network of 20 nodes with two links each to next
and previous nodes, the average latency to a remote node is 5 hops, or 2.5μs. The ring
throughput is 34Gbps. Assuming a flash access latency of 50μs, such a network will
only add 5% latency in the worst case, giving the illusion of a uniform access storage.

6.2. Remote Storage Access Latency

We measured the latency of remote storage access by reading an 8K page of data from
the following sources using the storage controller network:

(1) FtoISP: From remote flash storage to in-store processor
(2) FtoHost: From remote flash storage to host server
(3) FtoRHost: From remote flash storage to host server via remote host server
(4) DtoRHost: From remote DRAM to host server via remote host server

In each case, the request is sent from either the host server or the in-store processor
on the local BlueDBM node. In the third and fourth case, the request is processed by the
remote server, instead of the remote in-store processor, adding extra latency. However,
data is always transferred back via the storage controller network. We could have also
measured the accesses to remote servers via Ethernet, but that latency is at least 100
times of the integrated network and will not be particularly illuminating.
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Fig. 17. Latency of remote data access in BlueDBM. Fig. 18. Latency of remote data access over multiple
hops.

Fig. 19. Breakdown of remote storage access latency.

The latency is broken up into four components as shown in Figure 19. First is the
local software overhead of accessing the network interface. Second is the storage access
latency, or the time it takes for the first data byte to come out of the storage device.
Third is the amount of times it takes to transfer the data until the last byte is sent
back over the network, and last is the network latency.

Figure 17 shows the exact latency breakdown for each experiment. Notice in all four
cases, the network latency is insignificant. Figure 18 further shows that the measured
latency of remote data access over multiple network hops is uniform. The data transfer
latency is similar except when data is transferred from DRAM (DtoRHost), where it
is slightly lower. Notice that except in the case of FtoISP, storage access incurs the
additional overhead of PCIe and host software latencies. If we compare FtoISP to
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FtoRHost, we can see the benefits of an integrated storage network, as the former
allows overlapping the latencies of storage and network access.

6.3. Storage Access Bandwidth

We measured the bandwidth of BlueDBM by sending a stream of millions of random
read requests for 8KB size pages to local and remote storage nodes and measuring
the elapsed time to process all of the requests. We measured the bandwidth under the
following scenarios:

(1) Host-Local: Host sends requests to the local flash and all data is streamed returned
over PCIe.

(2) ISP-Local: Host sends requests to the local flash and all data is consumed at the
local in-store processor.

(3) ISP-2Nodes: Like ISP-Local except 50% of the requests are sent to a remote flash
controller. One network link connects the two nodes.

(4) ISP-3Nodes: Like ISP-Local except 33% of the requests are sent to each of the two
remote flash controllers. Two network links connect each remote controller to the
local controller.

Figure 16 shows the read bandwidth performance for each of these cases. Our design
of the flash card provides 1.2GB/s of bandwidth per card. Therefore, in theory, if both
cards are kept completely busy, 2.4GB/s should be the maximum sustainable bandwidth
from the in-store processor, and this is what we observe in the ISP-Local experiment.
In our Host-Local experiment, we observed only 1.6GB/s of bandwidth. This is because
this is the maximum bandwidth our PCIe Gen 1 implementation can sustain. If we had
used a PCIe Gen 2 interface, the host would have been able to sustain the performance
of a single storage node. In ISP-2Nodes, the aggregate bandwidth of two flash devices
should add up to 4.8GB/s, but we only observe about 4.5GB/s, because remote storage
access is limited by the 17Gbps serial link. With two nodes, even a PCIe Gen 2 link
would not have been able to fully sustain the bandwidth of the storage device. In ISP-
3Nodes, the aggregate bandwidth of three flash devices should add up to 7.2GB/s, but
we only observe about 6.6GB/s because the aggregate bandwidth of the two serial links
connecting the remote controllers is limited to 34Gbps, or 4.25GB/s.

What these sets of experiments show is that in order to make full use of flash storage,
some combination of fast networks, fast host connections, and low software overhead is
necessary. These requirements can be somewhat mitigated if we make use of in-store
computing capabilities, which is what we discuss next.

6.4. Flash-Aware File System Performance

We demonstrated BlueDBM’s compatibility with host software and the benefits of ex-
posing flash characteristics by running a flash-aware file system called REDO [Lee et al.
2015] and comparing its performance to the same system running a generic ext4 file
system running on top of the BlueDBM block device driver. REDO is a log-structured
file system that contains built-in flash management functionalities. By removing re-
dundancies that arise from separately using FTL and traditional file systems, REDO
can achieve higher performance using fewer hardware resources. We ran the popular
Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [Cooper et al. 2010] with MySQL+InnoDB at
default settings. YCSB was configured to perform 200,000 updates to 750,000 records
in the database. We compare two I/O stack configurations: (1) BlueDBM+REDO file
system and (2) BlueDBM + host page-level FTL + ext4 file system. The latter con-
figuration emulates a traditional SSD I/O architecture. Measurements are shown in
Figure 20.
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Fig. 20. Experimental results with database applications.

It should be noted that the software configuration used in this experiment is designed
to emphasize the performance difference between REDO and a conventional file system,
not to achieve the highest performance with the given hardware. For example, MySQL
could have been tuned to have larger buffer space and reduce storage I/O traffic, which
would have improved performance greatly. However, such a configuration would not
show clearly the performance difference between a flash-optimized file system and a
conventional file system.

We see that REDO doubles the performance of FTL+ext4 in both throughput and
latency. This gain primarily stems from a reduced number of I/O operations that REDO
performs for the same workload. By merging file system and FTL functions, REDO can
cut down on redundant and unnecessary I/Os in garbage collection while maximizing
the parallelism of the flash device. REDO is one of many examples of OS-level and
user-level software that can take advantage of the raw flash interface provided by
BlueDBM.

7. APPLICATION ACCELERATION

In this section, we demonstrate the performance and benefits of the BlueDBM architec-
ture for application-specific accelerators. We present three examples: nearest-neighbor
search, graph traversal, and string search. Nearest-neighbor search and string search
demonstrate the performance benefits of high random access bandwidth and hardware
acceleration of comparison functions. Graph traversal uses a latency-bound problem to
demonstrate the benefits of low-latency access into distributed storage.
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Fig. 21. Data accesses in LSH are randomly distributed.

7.1. Nearest-Neighbor Search

Description: Nearest-neighbor search is required by many applications, for example,
image querying. One of the modern techniques in this field is Locality-Sensitive Hash-
ing (LSH) [Gionis et al. 1999]. LSH hashes the dataset using multiple hash functions,
so that similar data is statistically likely to be hashed to similar buckets. When query-
ing, the query is hashed using the same hash functions, and only the data in the
matching buckets are actually compared. The bulk of the work during a query process
is traversing hash buckets and reading the corresponding data to perform distance cal-
culation. Because data pointed to by the hash buckets are most likely scattered across
the dataset, access patterns are quite random (see Figure 21).

We have built an LSH query accelerator, where all of the data is stored in flash
and the distance calculation is done by the in-store processor on the storage device.
The software first loads the query data item into the comparison accelerator and then
sends a stream of addresses from a hash bucket. The system returns the index of the
data item most closely matching the query to the software. Since we do not expect
any performance difference for queries emanating from two different hash buckets, we
simply send out a million nearest-neighbor searches for the same query.

We implemented three different distance comparison metrics with increasingly com-
plex distance calculation functions: Hamming distance, cosine similarity, and joint-
histogram-based image comparison. The Hamming distance example calculates the
Hamming distance between 8KB data items, and the cosine similarity example com-
pares vectors of 8,000 one-byte values using the cosine similarity metric. The image
comparison example compares 128-by-128 pixel images stored in a bitmap format of
48KB each. The comparator first runs the raw image through a Sobel filter to deter-
mine the “edgeness” of each pixel location and generates a 4-dimensional histogram of
using the edgeness and RGB values of each pixel location. The distance between two
images is calculated by comparing the difference between their histograms.

In this study, we were interested in evaluating and comparing the benefits of flash
storage (as opposed to DRAM) and in-store processors. We also wanted to compare the
BlueDBM design with off-the-shelf SSDs with PCIe interface. The following experi-
ments aim to evaluate the performance of each system during various access patterns,
such as random or sequential access, and when accesses are partially serviced by sec-
ondary storage.

We have used a commercially available M.2 mPCIe SSD whose performance, for
8KB accesses, was limited to 600MB/s. Since BlueDBM performance is much higher
(2.4GB/s), we also conducted several experiments with BlueDBM throttled to 600MB/s
to match its performance. Since performance should scale linearly with the number of
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Fig. 22. Nearest neighbor with BlueDBM against
DRAM.

Fig. 23. Nearest neighbor with mostly DRAM.

nodes for this application, we concentrated on various configurations in a single-node
setting.

Hamming Distance Evaluation:
First, we used Hamming distance as the distance metric, which is computationally

simple. The following list shows the system configurations that were compared:

(1) Baseline: BlueDBM with in-store acceleration
(2) Baseline-T: Throttled BlueDBM with in-store acceleration
(3) Baseline-TS: Throttled: Multithreaded software on multicore host accessing Throt-

tled BlueDBM as storage
(4) H-DRAM: Multithread software on multicore host accessing host DRAM as storage
(5) 10% Flash: Same as H-DRAM with 10% accesses to SSD
(6) 5% Disk: Same as H-DRAM with 5% accesses to HDD
(7) H-RFlash: Multithreaded software on multicore host accessing off-the-shelf SSD
(8) H-SFlash: Same as H-RFlash except data accesses are artificially arranged to be

sequential.

Figure 22 shows the relative performance of a throttled BlueDBM (Baseline-T)
and multithreaded software accessing data on host DRAM (H-DRAM), with Base-
line BlueDBM. The baseline performance we observed on BlueDBM was 320K Ham-
ming Comparisons per second. There are two important takeaways from this graph:
(1) With a very simple function such as Hamming distance, BlueDBM can keep up
with DRAM-resident data for up to four threads, because the host is getting compute
bound. However, as more threads are added, performance will scale, until DRAM band-
width becomes the bottleneck. Since DRAM bandwidth as compared to flash bandwidth
is high, DRAM-based processing wins with enough resources. (2) Native flash speed
matters; that is, when flash performance is throttled to one-fourth of the maximum,
the performance drops accordingly. The relationship between flash performance and
application performance will not be so simple if flash was being accessed by software.

To make the comparisons fair, we conducted a set of experiments shown in Fig-
ures 23, 24, and 25 using throttled BlueDBM as the baseline.

Results of 5% Disk and 10% Flash experiments shown in Figure 23 show that the per-
formance of a DRAM-centric configuration (H-DRAM) falls off sharply if even a small
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Fig. 24. Nearest neighbor with off-the-shelf SSD. Fig. 25. Nearest neighbor with in-store processing.

fraction of data does not reside in DRAM. Assuming eight threads, the performance
drops from 350K Hamming Comparisons per second to <80K and <10K Hamming
Comparisons per second for 10% Flash and 5% Disk, respectively. At least one com-
mercial vendor has observed similar phenomena and claimed that even when 40% of
data fits on DRAM, the performance of Hadoop decreases by an order of magnitude
[FusionIO 2014b]. Complex queries on DRAM show high performance only as long as
all the data fits in DRAM.

The Off-the-Shelf SSD experiment H-RFlash results in Figure 24 showed that its per-
formance is poor compared to even-throttled BlueDBM. However, when we artificially
arranged the data accesses to be sequential, the performance improved dramatically,
sometimes matching throttled BlueDBM. This suggests that the Off-the-Shelf SSD
may be optimized for sequential accesses.

Figure 25, comparing Baseline-T and Baseline-TS, shows the advantage of accelera-
tors. In this example, the accelerator advantage is at least 20%. Had we not throttled
BlueDBM, the advantage would have been 30% or more. This is because the software
is bottlenecked by the PCIe bandwidth at 1.6GB/s, while the in-store processor can
process data at full flash bandwidth. We expect this advantage to be larger for applica-
tions requiring more complex accelerators Compared to a fully flash-based execution,
BlueDBM performs an order of magnitude faster.

More Complex Examples:
We also compared the performance of various system configurations using more com-

plex and computationally intensive distance metrics. We collected the performance of
nearest-neighbor search using Hamming distance, cosine similarity, and image com-
parison as distance metrics on the following system configurations:

(1) Random Disk+SW: Data stored on disk, processed using software
(2) BlueDBM: Data stored on BlueDBM, processed using hardware
(3) DRAM+SW: Data stored completely on DRAM, processed using software

Configurations with software processing were configured to use the optimal number
of threads in order to demonstrate maximum achievable performance. Figure 26 shows
the collected results, normalized against the DRAM-based system, which is the upper
bound of performance.
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Fig. 26. BlueDBM relative performance increases with more complex distance metrics.

As distance metrics become more complex, the relative performance of the disk-based
system, or BlueDBM increases, an increasing amount of time is spent on processing the
data, rather than fetching it from storage. Due to terrible random access performance
of hard disks, the disk-based system still shows low performance. However, BlueDBM’s
fast flash storage allows examples with a still simple distance metric such as cosine
similarity to show performance rivaling the DRAM-based system’s performance. With
a more complex distance metric such as image comparison, the computation overhead
becomes a bigger bottleneck than flash storage performance. In such a situation, fast
flash storage with a fast hardware accelerator near the storage can exceed the per-
formance of a DRAM-based system. We think the examples shown here cover a wide
range of meaningful applications and show that BlueDBM can be a desirable platform
for accelerating this class of applications.

7.2. Graph Traversal

Description: Efficient graph traversal is a very important component of any graph pro-
cessing system. Fast graph traversal enables solving many problems in graph theory,
including maximum flow, shortest path, and graph search. It is also a latency-bound
problem because one often cannot predict the next node to visit until the previous node
is visited and processed. We demonstrate the performance benefits of our BlueDBM
architecture by implementing distributed graph traversal that takes advantage of the
in-store processor and the integrated storage network, which allows extremely low-
latency access into both local and remote flash storage.

Evaluation: Graph traversal algorithms often involve dependent lookups. That is,
the data from the first request determines the next request, like a linked-list traversal
at the page level. Since such traversals are sensitive to latency, we conducted the
experiments with settings that are similar to the settings in Section 6.2.

(1) FtoISP: In-store processor requests data from remote storage over integrated
network.

(2) FtoHost: Software requests data from remote storage over integrated network.
(3) FtoRHost: Software requests data from remote software to read from flash
(4) D+50%F: Store requests data from remote software: 50% chance of hitting flash.
(5) D+30%F: Store requests data from remote software: 30% chance of hitting flash.
(6) DtoRHost: Software requests data from remote software: Data read from DRAM.
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Fig. 27. Reducing access latency of distributed flash storage improves graph traversal performance.

As expected, the results in Figure 27 show that the integrated storage network and
in-store processor together show almost a factor-of-3 performance improvement over
generic distributed SSD. This performance difference is large enough that even when
50% of the accesses can be accommodated by DRAM, performance of BlueDBM is still
much higher.

The performance difference between FtoHost and FtoRHost illustrates the benefits
of using the integrated network to reduce a layer of software access. Performance of
FtoISP compared to FtoHost shows the benefits of further reducing software overhead
by having the ISP manage the graph traversal logic.

7.3. String Search

Description: String search is a common operation in analytics, often used in database
table scans, DNA sequence matching, and cheminformatics. It is primarily a sequential
read-and-compare workload. We examine its performance on BlueDBM with assistance
from in-store Morris-Pratt (MP) string search engines [Morris and Pratt 1970] fully
integrated with the file system, flash controller, and application software. The software
portion of string search initially sets up the accelerator by transferring the target string
pattern (needle) and a set of precomputed MP constants over DMA. Then it consults
the file system for a list of physical addresses of the files to search (haystack). This
list is streamed to the accelerator, which uses these addresses to request for pages
from the flash controller. The accelerated MP engines may operate in parallel either
by searching multiple files or by dividing up the haystack into equal segments (with
some overlaps). This choice depends on the number of files and size of each file. Since
four read commands can saturate a single flash bus, we use four engines per bus to
maximize the flash bandwidth. Only search results are returned to the server.

Evaluation: We compared our implementation of hardware-accelerated string search
running on BlueDBM to the Linux Grep utility querying for exact string matches
running on both SSD and hard disk. Processing bandwidth and server CPU utilizations
are shown in Figure 28. We observe that the parallel MP engines in BlueDBM are able
to process a search at 1.1GB/s, which is 92% of the maximum sequential bandwidth
of a single flash board. Using BlueDBM, the query consumes almost no CPU cycles on
the host server since the query is entirely offloaded and only the location of matched
strings is returned, which we assume is a tiny fraction of the file (0.01% is used in
our experiments). This is 7.5 times faster than software string search (Grep) on hard
disks, which is I/O bound by disk bandwidth and consumes 13% CPU. On SSD, software
string search remains I/O bound by the storage device, but CPU utilization increases
significantly to 65% even for this type of simple streaming compare operation. This
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Fig. 28. String search bandwidth and CPU utilization.

high utilization is problematic because string search is often only a small portion of
more complex analytic queries that can quickly become compute bound. As we have
shown in the results, BlueDBM can effectively alleviate this by offloading search to the
in-store processor, thereby freeing up the server CPU for other tasks.

8. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Big Data analytics usually require a large amount of fast random access memory and
computation. When a working set spills over the DRAM capacity of a cluster and
starts accessing disk storage, the whole performance of the cluster falls sharply. A
natural solution is building a large enough cluster with enough collective DRAM to
accommodate the working set. Such a cluster often becomes prohibitively large, in
terms of both capital and operational cost. It also becomes difficult to run software
that makes efficient use of the total computation capabilities of a large cluster. Flash
storage is an attractive alternative to DRAM in this regard, due to its fast random
access performance, low power consumption, and low cost per GB. However, flash
storage, packaged as off-the-shelf SSDs, suffer performance penalties in order to be
backward compatible with older magnetic disk storage devices.

As a solution, we have presented BlueDBM, a distributed flash store for Big Data
analytics that uses flash storage, in-store processing, and integrated networks for cost-
effective analytics of large datasets. BlueDBM provides a uniformly low-latency access
into a network of storage devices that form a global address space, by refactoring
the storage and network software layers. It also provides the capacity to implement
user-defined in-store processing engines, which can fully sustain the performance flash
storage provides.

A rack-size BlueDBM system is likely to be an order of magnitude cheaper and less
power hungry than a cluster with enough DRAM to accommodate 10TB to 20TB of
data. For example, our 20-node BlueDBM platform can accommodate 20TB of data,
while more than 100 comparable machines would be required to accommodate the
same amount of data in DRAM. Additionally, while the performance of DRAM-centric
systems falls rapidly if even a small fraction of data has to reside in secondary storage,
this problem is greatly mitigated in a BlueDBM-like architecture because flash-based
systems with 10TB to 20TB of storage are very affordable.

We have demonstrated the performance benefits of BlueDBM using various examples
on large amounts of data in comparison to both generic flash-based system without
such architectural improvements and DRAM-centric systems. Our results show that
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a platform such as BlueDBM is a viable platform for Big Data analytics in terms of
performance and cost.

Our current implementation uses an FPGA to implement most of the new archi-
tectural features, that is, in-store processors, integrated network routers, and flash
controllers. It is straightforward to implement most of these features using ASICs and
provide some in-store computing capability via general-purpose processors. This will
simultaneously improve the performance and lower the power consumption even fur-
ther. Notwithstanding such developments, we are developing tools to make it easy to
develop in-store processors for the reconfigurable logic inside BlueDBM.

We are currently developing several new applications, including Distributed Key-
Value Store Acceleration by using the fast intercontroller networks and offloading query
processing to in-store processors, and Large Scale Sparse-Matrix Based Linear Algebra
Acceleration. One of the important goals of these projects is to identify some impor-
tant operations of these workloads and provide the user with a library of hardware
accelerated functions, reducing the overhead of the programmer in developing in-store
processor cores. We plan to collaborate with other research groups to explore more
applications.
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